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Research Administration Management (RAM) Reports deliver financial information via an enhanced reporting
tool to offer a robust experience managing sponsored projects financials. Below is an outline of the tool and
how to use it.
Key reminders navigating the tool: blue texts are hyperlinks to click into another screen, and all reports may be
downloaded into Excel.

USING RAM REPORTS
1. Project Search

This is the page you will see when you initially open RAM Reports. You can use this page to search by the
RAMSeS Award Number, Project ID, Department (accessible based on department assignment), Principal
Investigator (PI), and Status.
You can download the results, and you can access award information by clicking either on the Award or Project
hyperlink.

2. Award Summary

This layout is similar to the layout in RAMSeS. It will show the Award title, all project IDs associated with this
award, Sponsor, PI, Award Dates, and Department. This will be at the top of every tab when you are viewing the
award data. You are able to switch between the Award Summary and Project Summary views by clicking on the
associated blue hyperlink.
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3. Project Summary

This information is similar to the layout in RAMSeS on a project specific level. It will show the project title, the
award number, Sponsor, PI, project and budget dates, F&A rate and base type, and Department. This will be at
the top of every tab when you are viewing the project specific data. If there are multiple project IDs, this
information will reflect the project ID that you have selected.

4. Tab Views
The tab views and display are the same for both Award and Project Summary pages, except for the Accounts
Receivable (AR) tab as billing is done at the award level. However, when the Award Number is selected, it will
show a rollup of the data for all project IDs under that award. When a specific Project ID is selected, it will show
data specific to that project. All information are posted transactions from ConnectCarolina and is a day behind
those transactions.

a. Financial Info

The Financial tab contains summarized information about a project’s salaries, direct and indirect costs, and
other expenditures. You can click the category name to see transactions and information for those items.
Once you click the blue hyperlink for the category you wish to view, you will see all transactions posted in
ConnectCarolina for that budget category.
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You can then click on the blue hyperlinked amount to see the details for that specific entry that was posted in
ConnectCarolina.

b. AR (Accounts Receivable)

The Accounts Receivable (AR) tab contains a listing of invoices generated in ConnectCarolina associated with an
award. Clicking on an invoice number will allow you to review the details for that invoice. All other invoices and
financial reports can be viewed in RAMSeS’ Billing Tab which can be directly accessed by clicking on the Billing
Attachments link.

If you click on the hyperlinked invoice ID, it will open the details of that invoice.
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c. Personnel

The Personnel tab contains a listing of employees associated with a project, along with the amount paid to each
employee. Clicking on the amount will give a breakdown of the amount paid to the employee for each pay
period.

d. Personnel Totals

The Personnel Totals tab allows you to view each project employee’s Paid Salary and Fringe that has posted,
and Projected Salary and Fringe based on ePAR amounts. Clicking on each Amount next to an employee’s name
will show you a breakdown of the amount paid to that employee.

e. Personnel Monthly

The Personnel Monthly tab allows you to view a month-to-month breakdown of each employee’s total wages.
Monthly amounts already paid and posted are shaded in grey. Projected monthly totals are displayed in white
and are based on what is currently in ConnectCarolina from completed ePARs and their corresponding
amounts. The current month is split between actuals and projections and will display in 2 columns.
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f. Monthly Reports

The Monthly Reports tab allows you to download Summary and Detailed monthly expense reports for a project.
Reports can be downloaded as PDF files, or as CSV files for use in Excel.

USING MY RESOURCES
Users can access RAM Reports personalized reporting feature called "My Resources" to display a summary of
award information based on their pre-mapped roles for RAMSeS.

1. My Projects

The Projects tab provides an overview of all current projects for your department. Clicking on the award number
will show the overall Award Summary page for all project IDs rolled under the award. To access information
about an individual project, click on that project’s ID number. You can also see the Status of each Award and
Project ID in ConnecCarolina. Checking the Direct Only box will allow you to view Direct Costs associated with
each project. Checking the Show Closed box will allow you to view all projects in closed or reporting status. This
information can be downloaded as a CSV file for use in Excel.
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2. My Personnel Totals

The Personnel Totals tab gives an overview of the salary for employees on all projects. Clicking on a Paid Salary
total provides a monthly breakdown of the salary that has been paid to an individual. Checking the Current Only
box allows you to view salary information for current employees only. The Distribution Percent also identifies
the percent of that individuals total wages paid from the corresponding award. This information can be
downloaded to a CSV file for use in Excel.

3. My Personnel Monthly

The Personnel Monthly tab shows all personnel totals by month. The dropdown box at the top left allows you to
view and select by Salary, Fringe, Salary Cost Share, and Fringe Cost Share. You can view Past, Current, and
Projected totals as well. This information can be downloaded to a CSV file for use in Excel.

